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Recollections and Reflections 
of the 

“PJ-1000” 
Motorcycle Tours 

 
Volume II 

2000 - 2004 
 

 
The PJ-1000 was named in honor of the grueling 'Baja 1000' off-road race. However, these 
motorcycle excursions bear little resemblance to the challenge of crossing the rugged Mexican 
Baja Peninsula.  'PJ-1000' denotes the approximate distance traveled during a well-planned 
three-day weekend.  In more recent years, the trip durations have been extended to four days, 
with distances exceeding 1,500 miles.  
 
Volume II reviews the most recent 5 of these annual events, adding to Volume I’s 28,000 mile 
review of the secondary highways of Northern California.  In this Volume, I have continued the 
record of the unique events and fellow motorcyclists that made each ride memorable. 
 
The PJ-1000 is my annual reality escape. It has become an addictive experience for me, and I 
believe for many of the riders who participated over the years.  The intense focus on motorcycle 
& road for these extended periods, relegates everything else to a level of secondary importance. 
 
I hold a genuine appreciation for the magnificence of the Sierras, and the serenity of the Pacific 
Coast. However, these destinations are not my focus.  I travel throughout these scenic regions, 
because it is there that I find those undulating, curving strips of asphalt that excite my senses 
and lay challenge to my skills. 
 
In 1985 I resurrected my old notes and began to compile a formal record.  In 1990, I began to 
edit the writings, and since have continued to refine the compilation.  Some of the ride accounts 
were documented shortly after the trip, while others were extracted from memory after many 
years.  Thus, accuracy is arguably open to question. 
 
The result of my literary effort is contained in the accounts that follow;   
  
  

 The who, and the where;  
   
  which way, and how far;  
   
  what worked, and what didn't! 
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Index to Volume I   
Section 1 
1977  The 1st Annual  PJ-1000 September 10, 11 591 Mi.  
 First backroad tour to Yosemite, Tioga Pass, Columbia 
 
1978 The 2nd Annual  PJ-1000  September 16,17,18 919 Mi.  
 Yosemite, Tioga Pass, Ebbetts Pass, and SR 49 South to Mariposa 
 
1979 The 3rd Annual PJ-1000    September  8, 9, 10 902 Mi.   
 Ebbetts Pass, Lk Tahoe,  Virginia City, Tioga Pass, Yosemite, Glacier Pt. 
 
1980 The 4th Annual PJ-1000     August 23, 24, 25 1,002 Mi.   
 SR 1 North,  SR 299, Mt. Lassen, SR 32 
 
1981 The 5th Annual PJ-1000    August 15, 16, 17 1,034 Mi.  
 Sonora Pass, Monitor Pass, Lk. Tahoe, SR 49 North- Yuba Pass, Carson Pass, Tioga Pass, Yosemite 
 
1982 The 6th Annual  PJ-1000 August 28, 29, 30 1,041 Mi.  
 SR 26, Portola, Mt Lassen, Lk Tahoe, Sonora Pass, Carson Pass, Lk Tahoe 
 
1983 The 7th Annual  PJ-1000    September 10, 11, 12 1,035 Mi.  
 SR 1 North, SR 36, Feather River Cyn, Portola 
 
1984 The 8th Annual  PJ-1000   September 15, 16, 17 961 Mi.  
 Carson Pass, Ebbetts Pass, Lk Tahoe, Ebbetts Pass, Monitor Pass, Sonora Pass, SR 26 
 
Section 2 
1985 The 9th Annual  PJ 1000  September 20, 21, 22, 23 1,117 Mi.  
 Vacaville, SR 36, SR 3, SR 96, SR 3, SR 1, SR 128 
 
1986 The 10th Annual PJ-1000    August 16, 17, 18 1,060 Mi.  
 Carson Pass, Ebbetts Pass, Lk Tahoe, Donner Pass, Virginia City, Carson Pass, SR 26 
 
1987 The 11th Annual PJ-1000 September  18, 19, 20, 21 1,407 Mi.  
 Carmel Valley, SR 101 South, Angeles Crest, Mohave, Lk Isabella, Balch Mtn, Sequoia,  
 Kings Cyn,  SR 168. 

 
1988 The 12th Annual  PJ-1000    September 8, 9, 10, 11 1,400 Mi.  
 Feather River Cyn, Mt. Lassen, SR 36, SR 299, SR 96, SR 3, SR 36  
 
1989 The 13th Annual  PJ-1000  September 16,17,18 (Rained Out) 243 Mi  
 SR 1 North - Petaluma - RAIN! 
1989 The 14 running of the  PJ-1000  September 30, Oct 1,2 1,111 Mi.  
 SR 26, Omo Ranch Rd, SR 49 North, Yuba Pass, Portola, Feather River Cyn, SR 36, SR 1, SR 20. 
 
1990 The 15th running of the PJ-1000   September 15, 16, 17 1,121 Mi.  
 SR 26, North South Rd, SR 49 North, Yuba Pass, Portola, Feather River Cyn, SR 36, SR 1. 
 
1991 The 16th running of the PJ-1000  September 7, 8, 9  1,108 Mi.  
 SR 26, Carson Pass, Ebbetts Pass, Sonora Pass, Tioga Pass, SR 41, SR 168, Wndr Vly, Kings Cyn, SR 198, SR 25. 
 
1992 The 17th running of the PJ-1000  September 11,12,13,14  1.488 Mi.   
 SR 26, Sutter Ck, SR 49 North, Yuba Pass, Portola, Mt Lassen, SR 299, Eureka, Sr 36/36, SR 1/128, Mt View Rd, SR 1. 
 
1993 The 18th running of the PJ-1000  October 2, 3, 4   965 Mi.   
 Mt Hamilton, SR 168, Wndr Valley, Kings Cyn, Kern River, Bakersfield, 58 Atascadero, SR 1 Carmel. 
 
1994 The 19th running of the PJ-1000  September 17, 18, 19  1,036 Mi.  
 Mt Hamilton, SR 26, Carson Pass, Monitor Pass, Lee Vining, Tioga Pass, SR 49 South, SR 168, Kings Cyn, SR 168. 
 
1995 The 20th running of the PJ-1000  September 15, 16, 17, 18 1,407 Mi.  
 SR 1 North, SR 36, SR 299/SR 299, SR 36/32 Chico, Feather River Cyn, SR 49 - Yuba Pass. 
 
1996 The 21tst running of the PJ-1000  September 21, 22, 23 1,018  Mi.  
 SR 152, SR 168, Wndr Vly, Kings Cyn/Kings Cyn, SR 168, Sonora Pass, Carson Pass, SR 26. 
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Index 
 

1997 The 22nd running of the PJ-1000  September 12,13,14,15 1,085 Mi.  
(1) SR 26/88/50 Tahoe, Virginia City Truckee (2)49N Downieville, Oroville 36W Eureka  

 
1998 The 23nd running of the PJ-1000  September 18, 19, 20, 21 1,520 Mi.  

(1) SR 26/88/395, Carson City, Virginia City Truckee (2)49N Downieville, Oroville 36W Eureka,  
(3) 299 E, 3 S; 36 E, 70 E 89 to Quincy. (4) 49N Downieville, Nevada City, 174, I-80 Home.  

 
1999 The 24th running of the PJ-1000  September 17, 18, 19, 20 1,404  Mi.  
 (1)  SR 26/88/89 Truckee (2) 49N Downieville, Oroville 36W Eureka,  
 (3)  299 E, 3 S; 36 E, 70 E 89 to Quincy. (4) 49N Downieville, Nevada City, SR20, 70, 99 I-5 Home.  
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VOLUME II 
 
2000 The 25 th running of the PJ-1000  September 15, 16, 17, 18 1,426  Mi.  

(1) 80 to Napa Area ending at Red Bluff.   
(2) (2) 36 W to 96 N, ending @ Yreka. 
(3)  3 to 299, A16 to 36, Feather River Cyn to Quincy.  
(4)  Downievill to home. 
 

 PJ Naumchik  1994 Kawasaki  Ninja ZX-9R  
 Dave Sweetman   1994 Honda  ST1100 (Shortened Route)  
 Bruce Farley   1983  Honda  CX650-Turbo  
 Rick Allan   2000  Yamaha  YZF-R1 
 Chris Patterson  1993  BMW  K75RT 
 Scott Murnan  2000  Yamaha  YZF-R1 
 Mana Coste  1998  Suzuki  TL1000S 
 Maurice Flores  1999  Yamaha  YZF-R1 (Could not complete last day) 
 
2001  The 26th Running of the PJ 1000; Sept 14, 15, 16, 17  1,440 mi. 

(1) I-80 to 121/128 Napa area, ending at Red Bluff.  
(2) (2) 36 W to 96 N, ending @ Yreka. 
(3)  3 to 299, South to 36, Feather River Cyn to Quincy.  
(4)  Quincy via 49 to home. 

  
 PJ Naumchik   1994  Kawasaki  ZX-9R 
 Rick Allan   2000  Yamaha  YZF-R1 
 Mana Coste  2000  Yamaha  YZF-R1 
 Steve Naumchik 1998 Kawasaki  Ninja 500 
 
2002  The 27th Running of the PJ 1000; Sept 13, 14, 15, 16  1,356 mi. (Write up not yet included) 

(1) 580 to Angels Camp, Sonora Pass > Monitor Pass >, Sonora Pass, to Groveland 
(2) Tioga Pass to Sonora Pass > 49 back over Carson Pass, to S. Shore Tahoe 
(3) Monitor Pass, Virginia City, Mt. Rose, 89 > 49 to Downieville 
(4) Yuba Pass, Feather River Cyn, Marysville, Home to SJ 

  
PJ Naumchik 1994 Kawasaki ZX9R 
Rick Allan 2000 Yamaha YZF-R1 
Bruce Farley 1983 Honda CX650T 
Chris Patterson 1995 BMW K75RT 
Steve Naumchik 1998 Kawasaki ZX500 
Meni Hillel 2001 Honda CBR 929R 

 
2003  The 28th Running of the PJ 1000; Sept 19, 20, 21, 22  1,606 mi. (Write up not yet included) 

(1) 280 > I-5 > I-80 to 49 > Nevada City > Downieville, Feather River Cyn , ending at Red Bluff.  
(2) 36 W to 96 N, ending @ Yreka. 
(3) 3 South to 36, west 70 to Quincy 
(4) Downieville on 49 to Nevada City, then home to SJ. 

  
PJ Naumchik 1994 Kawasaki ZX9R 
Rick Allan 2000 Yamaha YZF-R1 
Steve Naumchik 1998 Kawasaki ZX500 
Toni Morris 2003 Honda CBR600F4i  
Bob Payne 2000 BMW K1200LTC 
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2004  The 29 th Running of the PJ-1000;  Sept 11, 12, 13, 14   1,532 mi. 

(1) 280 > I-5 > I-80 to 49 > Nevada City > Downieville, Feather River Cyn , ending at Red Bluff.  
(2) 36 W to 96 N, ending @ Yreka. 
(3) 96 S to 299, 3 South to 36, 36 West back to coast 
(4) Hwy 101 to Hwy 1, South to SF, then home to SJ. 

 
PJ Naumchik 1994 Kawasaki ZX-9R 
Bruce Farley 1983 Honda CX650 Turbo 
Rick Allan 2000 Yamaha YZF-R1 
Chris Patterson 1995 BMW K75 
Steve Naumchik 1998 Kawasaki ZX500 
Bob Payne 2000 BMW K1200LTC 
Robert Pereyda 2003 BMW K75 
Scotty Murnan 2004 Triumph Thunderbird 
Yoshi Ishiguro 1982 Suzuki Katana 1000 
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Ride for the Year 2000 (our First “Digital Ride” – thanks Mana!!) 
So here we are once again, getting ready for yet another PJ-1K.  The group this year includes the typical broad range 
of motorcyclists, from the "ultra quick" Rick, Mana and Maurice, to the content-at-moderate-speed guys like Bruce 
and Dave.  That leaves Scotty, Chris, and me somewhere mid-pack depending on the twist of the road.   
We experienced a light rain shower mid-week, however as the weekend approached temperatures increased. 
Forecasters warned that it would get really warm by Monday. 
 
The 25th Running of the PJ 1000 
 
PJ Naumchik   1994  Kawasaki  ZX-9R 
Dave Sweetman  1994 Honda  ST1100  
Bruce Farley   1983  Honda  CX650 Turbo   
Rick Allan   2000  Yamaha  YZF-R1 
Chris Patterson  1993 BMW  K75RT 
Scott Murnan 2000  Yamaha  YZF-R1 
Maurice Flores 1999 Yamaha  YZF-R1 
Mana Coste  1998 Suzuki  TL1000S 
 
Friday - New First Day Route 
The Friday morning sun is bright, in San Jose the temperature is moderate.  I stuffed the last couple of items into my 
tank bag, and lit the fire in the belly of my 6 year old Kawasaki. It responds with it's typical too-fast idle, and array of 
awakening noises.  Sliding out of the garage and pointing North on 680, I accelerate toward our breakfast 
rendezvous.  Entering the first corner on to the freeway I experience my annual attack of butterflies as I contemplate 
the challenge of 'keeping up' again this year.  I've had new Avon-Azuro tires on the bike for just 2 weeks now, but 
have managed to put 100 miles on them before today.  I'm comfortable they are adequately scuffed, and will provide 
plenty of 'stick,' even in the earliest corners.  With fresh oil in the motor, which still seems healthy and strong after 
last year's tune-up, my only 'mechanical' concern is suspension.  It seems to be working less well on bumpy roads.  
Other than suspension, the only limitations are inside my helmet!   Most of the group was already at the coffee shop 
when I arrived.  I passed on breakfast, mainly due to an inefficient waiter.  
 

 
 
With breakfast done and a short wait for Scotty to buy a new pair of ear plugs, we were soon carving our way 
through the moderate traffic traveling North on I-680 & I-80.   
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Damn good thing we are going North, because the traffic going South is bumper-to-bumper & close to a dead stop 
all the way to the Benecia Bridge.  Surprise! Everybody got a 'free pass' thru the Benecia Bridge Toll (except Bruce).  
12 miles further up the road we took the exit to Suisun Valley Road and stopped to let Mana put some gas in his 
'short range' Suzuki.  Bruce, due to his delay at the Toll Plaza, didn't spot us at the station and continued on Suisun 
Valley Road per the plan.   We finished up, and set out, finding Bruce waiting at the intersection of SR121. 
After a short break, we started out on this new 1st day plan in the Napa Lake area.  After a few miles out through the 
flat lands, I waved Rick, Mana, and Maurice ahead.  I don't like the pressure of leading those guys, I feel like I'm 
always holding them up. 
The roads Rick and I had 'sighted' in August were just as good as remembered.  And, as predicted, traffic on a 
'September Friday' was a big improvement when compared with a Saturday in August.  A big truck prevented Bruce 
and Dave from spotting us as we exited at the Chiles Valley Rd. turn-off, but it was just as well.  They proceeded 
straight ahead and used the Silverado Trail and got to Calistoga well ahead of the rest of us. 
We had a long gas and rest stop at a station in Calistoga.  Following our break there, we rode up SR128 to 
Middletown. Dave and Bruce left us at Middletown and went ahead on 128 to find a lunch stop.   The rest of the 
group went on to Bottle Rock Road.  All of these routes were great choices.  On the return loop to Middletown was 
Big Canyon Road, this was narrow and bumpy, I didn't like it at all, although the "R1's" didn't seem to notice.  The 
trip plan made provision to go back up on Big Canyon Road, but it certainly wasn't on my list to 'do again!' 
 
The lunch stop Bruce and Dave had selected was a modern Foster Freeze with good air conditioning. 
We ate and rested a bit (Mana took a nap) before we started the final leg of our Friday tour, 40 uneventful miles on 
53-20 & 16 and an unpopular 73 miles on I-5! 
We arrived on schedule in Red Bluff, and after two unsuccessful attempts to locate our Motel, we finally found it a 
couple of miles east of town.  It was OK, but not great.  Certainly adequate for our purposes, however if I repeat this 
trip plan again in the future (highly probable) I will try a new accommodation. 
Somebody showed up with the beer, and we gathered by the pool for a few cool ones before heading out for dinner 
across the street at a local steak house.  My meal wasn't too bad, but I heard a few complaints from others.   
 
Saturday 
We were all up bright and early on Saturday AM.  Dave decided to head up I-5 to Redding and travel leisurely west 
on 299, to meet us in Willow Creek at the SR-96 turn-off.  I estimated that we would arrive at Willow Creek about 
2PM.  The rest of us agreed that breakfast at the Wildwood Store would be an appropriate first stop. 
 
  

 
                                      PJ        Scotty                     Chris                Rick                    Bruce   
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It took some time to get everyone gassed up and ready to ride, but soon we were making the hard left across the 
railroad tracks that leads us out to one of our most favorite routes, the infamous Concrete Roller Coaster.  Maurice 
had said he wanted to stop and take a picture of the road sign that says “Curves Next 143 Miles,” but as we 
approached the area, road construction was apparent, and our sign was missing.   A new road is being cut through 
that first ~5 miles leading out to the rolling hills, looks like sprawl is even hitting Red Bluff!  Fortunately, it doesn't 
seem to threaten our curves, which start a few miles further on.  Shortly after we left the construction we swung left 
up the hill that leads to the first of those twisty atolls.  In the cool morning air with a bright September sun at our 
backs, we repeated the exhilarating rhythm of gas-brake-lean-gas over and over through each of those marvelous 
twisty segments on this legendary highway.   With Rick leading we progressed rapidly to the sweeping climb up and 
over Goods Mountain. 
 
Motorcycling would be much more fun, I'm thinking, if you never rode with people like Rick.  Rick's casual pace up 
winding mountain roads on his new R1 leaves me panting in my effort to fall behind at a less rapid rate.  Even when 
there's gravel and sand in the corners, Rick seems to neither notice, or care.  He uses only the daintiest rations of 
brakes whilst gracefully laying the bike from side to side.   Following along on this powerful but now comparatively 
'overweight' Kawasaki, I'm remembering to be smooth and easy on the controls, keeping up the cornering speed, 
and I'm able to keep Rick and the lead group in sight.  It seems that Rick senses this and picks up the pace a notch.   
Rick was quick and smooth on his GSX-R750 too, but then I was able to use the Kawasaki's power advantage to reel-
in some lost distance on the straights between corners.  No such luck now!  Not only is the Kawi down on BHP, but 
the combined weight of bike and rider put me at a 100lb disadvantage.  So much for getting distance back!  Now I'm 
ringing the 9's neck in a vain attempt to not fall further behind.  Wildwood had never seemed to arrive so quickly. 
 

 
Wildwood Store   Hwy 36  
 
After breakfast, the group gassed up and we continued our ride west.  The next major feature on route 36 is "Dirty 
Mountain" which never bothers Rick & company, but Scotty and I always find the little trails of gravel in the corners 
disconcerting enough to put serious restrictions on our speed. 
 
Once we finish crossing this obstacle, the road opens up somewhat.  This year there was a new gravel and asphalt 
cover on the road, and try as I might, I couldn't get comfortable with the way it looked.  I soon lost the group, and 
eventually waved Chris past too.  The surface appeared loose, even though there was not the slightest evidence of 
traction problems.  I thought if I just hung in with Chris I could "learn to trust it" but to no avail, that didn't work 
either. 
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Parked near  Mad River 
 
Chris & I caught up with the group at Mad River where we all took another reasonable break.  Following our stop the 
road rises and twists up the new (now, not so new) section that skirts the northern edge of Black Mountain.  The 
miles past quickly and the road soon dropped us down the other side of the mountain.  Another new section of road 
bypassed Bridgeville, and led us into the dark cool redwood groves at Grizzly Creek.  Beyond that the air went cold 
with the foggy breeze that signaled our arrival at the Pacific coast. 
 
The Diesel/Tire Incident 
Upon entering Eureka, I spotted a gas station near the south end of town and we stopped to fill up.  Rick and I 
gassed up at the same island.  After filling the R1’s tank he said; "Hey PJ, is the gas in your tank foamy?"  "Nope," I 
responded, not giving his question much thought.  He soon discovered that he had filled the Yamaha’s fuel tank with 
Diesel!!!   

 
Across a side 
street was a 
Kragen's Auto 
Parts store.  
There, Rick 
bought a siphon 
hose and a 
plastic 5 gallon 
gas container 
and proceeded to 
drain the 
Yamaha's tank.  
Due to the 
complexity of the 
tank shape, it 
turned out to be 
a painfully slow 
process that took 
about an hour.   
 
 
Adjacent Picture 
Rick 
demonstrates the 
correct  
One- handed 
posture for 
removing 
Diesel fuel from a 
YamahaYZF-R1 
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Just as he was nearing completion, Mana noticed his rear tire was wearing very quickly and non-uniformly.  (Some of 
these guys still haven’t learned the "PJ-1K tire lesson")  Across the main street was a Honda Dealer.   Mana went 
over and purchased a new rear tire.  To save a few dollars he negotiated to remove and install it himself.  The guys 
in the service department were "good ol' boys" and didn't seem to appreciate the Frenchman's efforts.  Later, one of 
the mechanics did finally help him to finish the install.  All of this unscheduled maintenance was consuming gobs of 
time, so Bruce took off to meet up with Dave, who by now had to be wondering where the hell we were.  Mana's tire 
added at least another hour to our already long gas stop.  
 
I became a bit impatient, as he seemed to find numerous additional reasons to delay our departure.  Finally, with 
Rick's tank flushed, and Mana's fresh tire mounted, we took off (now about 3:30PM!) to catch up with Dave and 
Bruce at Willow Creek.  The ride up 299 over the mountain toward Willow Creek was really different.  This is the first 
time I have ever been on this road when it wasn't dripping with thick fog.  It is a really fast road, 4 divided lanes all 
of the way up the mountain, kind of reminiscent of 168 down south.  We were all really flying! Down the other side 
to the mountain, the road narrows to 2 lanes, and in only a few miles we were parking in front of our favorite Willow 
Creek coffee stop.  Bruce was waiting, but Dave had long ago given up and departed for Yreka before Bruce arrived.  
Shortly after the rest of us got there, Bruce took off to get a head start.  We had only come 50 miles, and I was sure 
we would find gas not far up the road, so after a short break I encouraged all to head out.  Our fast trio, Rick, Mana 
and Maurice took the lead, with Scotty, me, and Chris, following.  
The first time I rode this route in 1985, we traveled Southwest from Yreka.  That year, in spite of recovering from a 
bad wrist sprain and some poor carb calibration, I came home convinced 96 was the best road I had ever discovered.  
In 1988, I returned with Nick and Mike.  That year we left Dave at Willow Creek, and followed the route Northeast,  
same as this time.  For whatever reason, I didn't find the road all that interesting.   
But today, following Scotty's shiny blue R1 (at, what for me was the perfect pace) I was once again convinced; 96 IS 
one of the best roads in Northern California.  (It must be the speed!) 
 
Continuing at a hot pace, we passed the 2nd gas station, (+Bruce) and I became concerned.  I knew that Mana's TL 
would be getting short of fuel, and there was still no civilization in sight.  As Scotty & I rounded sweeping left bend, 
my tripmeter clicked over: 132 miles! Up the road, on the right the 3 lead bikes were on the shoulder - sure enough 
Mana's Suzuki was out of fuel.    
 

 
Unscheduled "Out of Gas Stop" Hwy 96 
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Fortunately Bruce, now trailing the group, had a big tank, and Rick still had his siphon hose.  They were able to 
transfer enough gas to power the Suzuki to the next fuel stop.  
The next civilization was the small town of Happy Camp.  Unlike my last 2 visits to this place, there was no longer a 
gas station in town. On the north edge there was an unattended 'credit-card' station just down off the road on the 
right.  We all needed to fill up. 
Dismounting, I found the left foot peg on the Kawasaki to be very loose.  The Allen bolt on the inside had nearly 
backed out, and I was a few screw-turns from dropping the whole shift/footpeg assembly.  I didn't have the correct 
Allen-wrench, but somebody loaned me a set, and I was able to tighten the peg adequately.  We were off once 
again, this time Scotty led the whole group, but he was no longer on the previous sweet pace.  Mana or Maurice 
passed him, and slowed the pace further, the rest of the ride was not nearly as enjoyable as the first 130 miles had 
been. 
 
At the junction of 263, the group swung to the right and we started a slight ascent up to Yreka.  It's a short distance, 
but with an exceptional view of a snow covered Mt. Shasta in the distance.  We found the Klamath Motor Lodge with 
ease, Dave was already there well settled-in. 
I'm a little fuzzy about what we did for dinner Saturday night . . .must have been the beer. 
 
Sunday 
Sunday morning it was a little cold, but nothing like the first time I was here.  We decided to go to Etna for 
breakfast.  The sun was very bright early in the morning, and this north end of Hwy 3 bisects a wide flat valley, with 
Mountain vista's on both sides.  There was little traffic, and the short ride passed quickly.  As we entered the small 
town, I immediately recognized the restaurant, it was the same place we found that cold morning in 1988.  Bob's 
Ranchhouse Cafe, a real Red-Neck resort.  We parked the bikes and went in for breakfast.  I could sense the crowd 
of locals wasn't impressed with a bunch of  "hot-rod" bikers in their place.  We all ate a hearty meal, then Dave and 
Bruce left early to get a head start on the ride down Hwy 3 toward Weaverville. 
Shortly after breakfast we ascended, then descended, via a fairly steep mountain pass.  The road was great, but I 
and several others were still too cold and stiff to"find the grove."  Of course, Maurice and Rick had no problems, so 
they soon disappeared.  I think Mana and Scotty finally got it together after that, and that left Chris and me 
somewhere behind.  As I followed Chris, Hwy 3 stretched out ahead long and straight down the center of another 
valley, then slowly began climb another mountain.  Chris was really on the gas!   We couldn't see the others ahead, 
but Chris was apparently determined not to loose any additional ground - jeeze! A hundred and how much!?  I had 
to keep whipping the Kawi to keep the blue Beemer in my sights. 
Finally we caught up again as the group pulled off at a road side vista near some lake.  There was a historical marker 
there about the big dredges that operated here in the late 18 and early 1900's. 
 

 
                Maurice                                PJ             Chris                   Scotty           Rick            Mana 
After the break, Rick kept the group together as we traversed some nice sweepers on our way down the mountain 
into Weaverville.  Bruce and Dave were waiting at a gas station for us, they must have pushed pretty hard too, or we 
would have caught them at the speed the group had been traveling. 
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By the time we got to Weaverville it was getting hot, still too early for lunch.  After a gas stop and some time out of 
the saddle, we continued East on 299 toward Redding. 
The road from Weaverville East is pretty uneventful, and we soon found ourselves at a familiar fast food stop (Carl's 
Jr., I think) on the west end of town.  A light lunch was in order for me, but the main reason to be in here was the 
air conditioning!! It's always hot in Redding.  During the planning of this trip, I had added a new variation to the 
route.  County Road A16, on the map a squiggly black line angling Southwest from Redding, intersecting with Hwy 
36 just west of the Wildwood Store.  After lunch, we went looking for way to intersect the new route.  I had a heck 
of a time finding it, finally got directions from a small convenience store owner.  He directed us on alternative local 
roads that eventually connected to A16.  I did note that it was Hot!  Well, A16 turned out to be another one of my 
least favorite choices.  Tight, bumpy, twisting, narrow, high elevation, steep edges, (I did mention Hot, didn't I?) 
 

 
 “PJ” 
I was the last one down, the last 4 or 5 miles weren't fun for me at all.  Some of the guys actually liked this road! I 
don't think I'll include it again.  But, once down, we were back to 36 - no complaints here.  Back on this familiar road 
that always gets my adrenaline level up.  It was great as usual.  Down the big sweepers from the low mountains 
toward those rolling foothills - then on to the 'coaster' again.  Gas - Brakes - Air, this is still my favorite road!! 
Again, I didn't keep up with Rick and the boys, but I enjoyed my own pace over the rolling undulations that make 
this area so unique. 
Once back in Red Bluff, we took a break at the same ol' Burger King on 36 @I-5.  As we were getting ready to leave, 
Dave had a minor "tip-over" in the parking lot, his legs now less strong than before, allowed the Big Honda got a 
little off balance and . . .boom.  Fortunately only a little damage. 
We helped him get his bike up, and with a few minutes of preparation we were on our least favorite route - 99 South 
to Chico.  For some reason I had an uneasy feeling on this section, I kept expecting CHP.  At one point a helicopter 
flew nearly parallel to us for several miles, and I worried we'd been 'had' by an airborne speed check.  Turned out 
not to be the case, so we made a quick gas stop just north of Chico, then proceeded to the Pentz-Durham turnoff 
and turned east for the Feather River Canyon.  Rick, Maurice, Mana, were really moving.  No way I was going to be 
able to keep that pace.  Scotty, Chris and I settled into our own 'zone' which was still plenty quick.   
About halfway up the canyon, I spotted some traffic ahead, and we decreased our speed.  In the mix ahead, I could 
see Maurice amidst the cars, but Rick and Mana were out of view. Traveling opposite the cars, a CHP made a sudden 
U-Turn, turned on his lights and pulled Maurice over.  I guessed he'd spotted him crossing the double yellow, and I 
figured he would get a ticket and catch up later.  Besides, Bruce and Dave were still back in the canyon behind us.  
What I didn't know, and would learn later - Maurice did not have a valid California Drivers License! Worse yet, his 
Oregon License had been suspended!  There may have even been an issue with his bike's registration.  Anyway, the 
CHP impounded his bike.  Dave stopped, and as Maurice was no longer going to be able to ride, he took up second 
seat on Dave's ST. 
We finally all gathered at the Motel.  I was very annoyed that he had taken such a chance.  At the speeds we ride, 
there is always a possibility to get caught for speeding or to be spotted in one of the many double yellow passes we 
make in the course of a four day event.   And Maurice - always one of the quickest!  I never thought I would need to 
ask my fellow PJ-1K'ers to see their licenses - maybe I should!!  I was annoyed with him, and I think Rick was upset 
with me for it, but in my mind it was irresponsible. 
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Anyway, the whole situation put a 'damper' on the rest of the day.  We went to our favorite Quincy Chinese 
restaurant and had dinner.  None of the guys liked the new Motel as well as the Ranchito where we normally stay. 
But they had screwed-up and lost my reservation, so I was forced to choose an alternate.  It wasn't bad, but we like 
the little cabins and the 'outdoorsy' feel of the other place. 

 
After Dinner at the Motel in Quincy  
 
Maurice called his girlfriend and arranged for her to come pick him up the next day.  We sat out in front of our rooms 
for a while, had a few beers and relived some of the past days events.   
 
Monday 
The only problem with this route is the last day's good stuff ends way too soon. Maurice hung out at the motel 
waiting for his ride. The rest of us decided once again to have breakfast in Downieville.  We gassed up and headed 
South, caught Hwy 49 started up the mountain, and I let the fast guys pass. 
 

 
We stopped for Pics at our favorite overlook – Hwy 49 on the way to Yuba Pass.  
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Then Rick lead a fast charge down the mountain toward Downieville.  His pace was fast but comfortable, traffic was 
light until we neared Sierraville.  I got caught behind a garbage truck that was a real bitch to pass, (plus the smell!!)  
Just as I got up on him looking for a place to pass, his right rear outside tire blew - Bam!  Wow! Scared the crap out 
of me, didn't phase the truck driver at all.  He just kept his normal rambling pace.   
 
A big piece of tire came off, but by that time I had given him a lot of room.  Anyhow that kind of spoiled the back 
half of my ride down 49.  Downieville breakfast place was a little crowded.  I asked the waitress if she would open 
the patio for us, and with a nod from the lady in charge, we all helped her set up a big table out back. The waitress, 
(not a young lady) turned out to be on the job for her first day.  She got our orders a little mixed up, but we sorted 
them out and left her a big tip.  We were a real fun group that morning and I think we left her with a real positive 
view of motorcyclists. 
We bought gas again, but I miscalculated the miles to the Pleasant Valley Road turn-off told the guys it was about 45 
miles, actually it was only 30.  So, the fast guys blew right on past the turn.  It took me several miles to overtake 
them and turn them around.  We took the Pleasant Valley road to my Sister-in-Law's place in Penn Valley (Lake 
Wildwood).  We took a break with Silvia & Don.  We had arrived a little early, and not all the guy's felt it was such a 
great idea anyway -  it was OK, but I wouldn't do it again. 
 
After our break at Lake Wildwood,  there was nothing interesting left except for a few corners on Hwy 20 then, we 
were back to the long freeway grind home.  It was very HOT!!   
 
 
Summary of PJ-1K #25 
The route 4 days 1,426 Miles, Average Distance = 357 miles per day 
The Days distances: Fri = 350, Sat = 375, Sun = 373, Mon = 328. 
The new first day route was an improvement over other 1st day routes, but could use additional improvements. 
The last day definitely needs some improvement. From Quincy there just aren't enough good miles left.  Need to 
investigate alternatives.  The 96 and 36 combination is awesome.  I want to do that again. Will definitely drop A16. 
 
With a few exceptions; Let's see: Rick's Diesel, Mana's Tire, Mana out of gas, Dave topples, Maurice's R1 get 
Impounded - it'd been a pretty damn good ride. 
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PJ-1K #26 2001 
Here it is March 1, 2002, (actually now it’s July 2004!!!) and I’m finally sitting down to record (finish recording) the 
some notes, but I can’t seem to locate them now.  So I’ll just have to trust the ol’ memory bank!  We were a small 
group this year, and it was Steve’s first PJ-1000.  I can’t imagine how excited he must have been after all the years 
of hearing my stories about all the adventures and riders of years past. 
 
The 26th Running of the PJ 1000 
 
PJ Naumchik   1994  Kawasaki  ZX-9R 
Rick Allan   2000  Yamaha  YZF-R1 
Mana Coste  2000  Yamaha  YZF-R1 
Steve Naumchik 1998 Kawasaki Ninja 500 
 
Friday September 14, 2001 
I had been vacillating about tires for weeks.  I hated to have to purchase new tires again because I had done so little 
riding after last year’s PJ-1K and the Avons I mounted before the ’00 ride still seemed pretty good. Finally at the last 
moment decided to mount a new rear tire, but the front appeared to be good enough to easily go the distance.  The 
other new equipment I was carrying this year was a new “Chatter-Box” communication system.  Last year Rick, Mana 
and xxxx, had them and it seemed like a really good idea, so Steve and I both purchased one for this year’s event. 
Steve met me at home before the ride, pulling in on his red 98 Kawasaki 500.  The new Muzzy exhaust has quite a 
“bark” and makes the 500 twin sound pretty nasty.  We met Rick and Mana at the Denny’s on Mission Blvd., and 
after breakfast, we started our journey north on I-680.  Of course in this ‘counter-commute” direction we faced little 
traffic and the I-680 South-bound traffic appeared much lighter this year, I’m not sure if that could be attributed to 
the slower economy.   
We arrived at the Suisun Valley Road turn-off after a cool ride up the freeway.  We took a break, and to be on the 
safe side we all bought gas.  We probably didn’t need it but Steve‘s 500 twin doesn’t have the range of the bigger 
bikes.   Seems to work out better if we all gas up at the same intervals.  
 
Gas at Suisun Valley Road Turn-Off 

 
Note: All riders are wearing “Chatter-Box” communicators on their helmets. 
 
A few miles north of our gas stop we got to the first of the fun roads of the day.  I had selected the road to Spanish  
Flat, because on our first ride here, some local guys had told Rick it was a real good road.  The new rear AV36 
started out with 0 miles on it, so I had to remind myself to be cautious when we got to first few turns.  The road to 
Spanish Flat was OK but I think last year’s choice of roads was better.   
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121 just after the intersection with is really great.  Unfortunately there is always some traffic here, and passing is 
frequently difficult. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Hwy 121 
 
The road to Spanish Flat was OK but I think last year’s choice of roads was better.  Before long we were on the 
Silverado Trail, and soon to a break in Calistoga for gas.  Leaving Calistoga we had a great ride up 128 toward Clear 
Lake.   
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Hwy 128 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The miles went by really quickly, and we soon found ourselves in Kelseville for Lunch. 
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Lunch in Kelseville 

 
There were no good roads left for Friday.  After Lunch we started the long haul (~70 miles) out SR-20 to I-5 and 
then another 70 to Red Bluff.  There is one really great stretch of SR-20 just east of Clear Lake.  It got a lot of really 
great fast sweepers.  It was pretty hot though, so anytime the road wasn’t twistin’ the riding was hot and boring. 
 
Red Bluff – 337 miles from the start. 
Travel Lodge Motel, a bit better than last years lodging – and at least near the center of town.  It was darn hot and I 
volunteered to get the beer.  With a few Sierra Nevada’s in hand we hit the cool waters. 
 
The water was great. . . . 

 
 
But . . .  
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the beer was better!! 

 
 
After our swim we walked up the main road, just across the river and had dinner on the patio of a very nice 
restaurant.  
 
 
 
Dinner conversation was lively. 
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 Saturday September 15, 2001 
In the morning Mana “discovered” he had lost a bike key, and was pretty certain he must have dropped it at the 
restaurant.  So our “Lawyer” Steve, rode over and climbed the fence to get into the restaurant patio, only to discover 
it had an alarm system – so we decided it might be a good time to ‘get out of town.’ 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
In any case, Breakfast is best found 56 miles west of town, at the Wildwood store.  All of our suffering the last 100 
miles of hot straight road on Friday afternoon was designed to put us on Highway 36 heading west from Red Bluff at 
8AM!  So once again, with bright sun at our backs and cool air keeping us refreshed and alert, we strafed the 
marvelous corners of the “Concrete Roller Coaster.”  Rick led the group over the undulating terrain.  Last year we 
arrived at Wildwood in record time, and this year – we got there even quicker.   
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Breakfast Break at Wildwood, on Hwy 36, heading West. 
 

 
Wildwood Store 
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Hi-Way 36 West, minimizing front tire wear 

 
Miracles of digital imaging . . look out Rick, here comes Rick. 
 

 
Who said Frenchmen can’t get it up?  Well a little anyway! 
 
Not long after this roadside stop to do a little wheelie practice we found our way to typically cold and damp Eureka. 
We were pretty undecided about our lunch stop.  We parked the bikes in a Motel/Resturant lot and walked back up 
the street to a small seafood place.  Lunch was OK, service was pretty slow.  After lunch we continued north on 101  
in the cool foggy coastal mist to the 299 turn-off.  As we started up the mountain leading East from the coast the 
sun finally made it’s presence known and we really enjoyed the fast 2-lane wide sweepers which wind up the 
mountain.  After the crest of this climb, the road narrows to 2-lanes and drops down the eastern slope into Willow 
Creek.  After a short break and gas stop at our favorite Willow Creek Café, we started North on Hi-way 96.  Here Rick 
tried to set a pace that would be comfortable for all including Steve. In discussion later we all agreed it was better 
when he just set his normal pace and allows us to follow at our own speed.   
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The ride up Hi-way 96 wasn’t quite as inspired as last year’s.  I’m not sure why.  It is likely related to the fact that 
last year I found my self in a great “grove” following Scotty on the blue ‘R1,’ it would be hard to have another 
experience quite as good. 
We purchased gas at the same ‘unattended’ credit card gas stop at Happy Camp.  At the end of our tour of 96, Rick 
and Mana were waiting at the 263 turn-off for Steve and I.  They all decided to take a break, I was anxious to get off 
the bike, so I stopped briefly and then headed on to Yreka. 
 

 
looking for some edge wear like Rick’s?  
 
Saturday night we walked up the street to a Pizza Place and drank a few pitchers.  
 
Sunday September 16, 2001 
Sunday morning we went to Grannie’s in Yreka for Breakfast.   
Here we found Rick in a desperate search for a little dash of class.   
 
 
 
Yreka, Happy Camp, Weaverville, Red Bluff, Willows 372 
 
 
Following breakfast, a very nice lady consented to capture the four of us in a single frame. 
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After a leisurely breakfast we started our return trip south on 96, back toward Willow Creek.  Again Rick set a spirited 
pace, and the ride was really enjoyable.  For a while I followed Steve, who on that particular morning, on that great 
road was riding an excellent pace, and for a while very comfortably.  About halfway, we all switched bikes, I got 
Rick’s R1, Mana, took my Kawasaki, Rick on Steve’s 500, Steve  on Mana’s R1.  I wasn’t real comfortable on Rick’s 
bike, although I found the bike steered like a dream.  I continually found myself entering turns way too slow, the  
corners seemed to be much less challenging on this bike.  I was pretty conservative with the throttle, remembering 
how easily I got the front wheel of Craig’s R1 in the air exiting turns in 2nd and 3rd gear at Laguna Seca 2 years back. 
No surprise how quickly Rick could go even on Steve’s 500.   
The miles passed Too Quickly, and we soon found ourselves at the termination of Hi-way 96, and took a break at the 
Coffee Shop in Willow Creek once again.  After a brief stop there, we continued the ride east along 299.  Breezing 
along the Klamath River, bending through the sweeping curves that carve their way along the north edge of the 
river, then up over the mountain just west of Weaverville. 
 
Mana’s Scary Moment 
From Weaverville we turned South on 3 toward 36.  On this route there is a piece of road, about 20 miles that looks 
a lot like “Dirty Mountain.”  This is a particularly curvy area, and Rick was giving Mana, “drag the knee lessons.” 
There was a car that held Rick and Mana up, and Steve and I caught up with them.  After a few corners, Rick got 
past the car, and at the next right, Mana went by, practicing his new knee-dragging skills.  I’m not quite sure what 
went wrong, but in the middle of the apex, he stood the bike up and headed straight for the edge (read big drop-
off). 
“Ride it Mana – Ride it” shouted Rick over the Chatter-Box, just when it looked like Mana was going to throw the R-1 
away, he got hold of it and steered it back from the gravel shoulder.  Whew!! Needless to say, Mana rode a lot more 
conservatively for the rest of the trip. 
 

 
At the Intersection of 3 and 36, shortly after Mana’s “Scary Moment”!! 
 
We ended that day at the Days Inn off I-5 at Willows.   
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Monday September 17, 2001 
The next day we headed back through Napa, connecting a few of the better roads around Clear Lake.  I don’t 
remember too much about the early part of the day.  We had lunch at place called Susie’s Grill, and then Rick headed 
East for Reno, while Mana, Steve and I headed west for Skaggs Springs Road to the coast.   
 

 
 
Unfortunately, there was a tree down and the road to the coast was closed, so we had to ride 101 South to Santa 
Rosa in order to get back to Hwy 1.  Traffic was bad, and it was slow, but the last part of Hwy 1 South of Bodega 
Bay was worth it. 
 
Review of 2001 
4 Days 1,440 Miles. 

Friday 09/14/01 337 mi 

Saturday 09/15/01 371 mi 

Sunday 09/16/01 373 mi 

Monday 09/17/01 359 mi 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


